
Yes No Yes No
Compliance with Rules

Name: FU FS-C BB-C BH-C BL BU Bow with two flexible Limbs?

Mass weight and holding weight of Bow supported  only by the archer?

Reg. No: FS-R BB-R BH-R LB HB As with FU but: No release aid allowed.

As with FS but: Draw check to be non-adjustable and not extend above the arrow.

Association: Adt. Vet. Jun. Cub Pro As with FS but: Level may not extend above the arrow?

Bow, Arrows, String and accessories must be free of possible aiming marks? 

Class A B C One permanent nocking point (max. 2 nock locators)?

Make: Model:

Make: Model: No sight or level allowed on the bow

Make: (1st Bow) Type:

Make: (2nd Bow) Type: Bow, Arrows, String and accessories must be free of possible aiming marks? 

 1st Arrow 2nd Arrow 3rd Arrow OK

1st Bow:

2nd Bow:

Make: Model:

Magnification: Focus dial totally free of markings !

Y N Y N

Inspection Remark: 

Bow string made of polyester (historical materials such as sinew and gut are
 not allowed) (Modern materials such as kevlar, fastflight, etc. are not allowed)

Signature  & Date  of Archer
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As with Bowhunter Unlimited but: release aid is not allowed
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OK Remarks Inspector
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Accepted Rejected

Stabiliser straight and including plunger not longer than 12 inch (304,8mm)1st Bow (the bow you use for the tournament)

Inspection Results

2nd Bow (Back-up Bow)

Bow(s) comply with rulesTop Limb bolt sealed? 

Bullit Field

Inspection decisonsInspection decisons

Speed Check  (Compound Bows only !)
not 
OK Result

Binoculars

1st Bow 2nd Bow

Arrows identical in length weight, diameter, fletching and nocks?

No optical  device for eye allignment and consistant anchor point?

No draw check on the bow (clicker, mirrow etc.)?

Arrows

Code (if any)

Code (if any)

Style

Division

One permanent nocking point (max. 2 nock locators)?

String silencer not closer than 300mm) to nocking point

Tip reinforcement not longer than 50mm and higher than 20 mm

Bow has a continuous unidirectional curve when strung (D-shape) ?

Distance between Pin Guards and top pin greater than that between top pin and next pin ?

FS
 -R

 &
 C FU

String silencer not closer than 12 inch (304,8mm) to nocking point

No part of bow quiver (incl. Mounting parts) visible in bow window

Bow Window slanted over the full lenght  and cut does not exceed the centre of the bow

As with BH but: Pin Sight with 4 or 5 fixed reference points is allowed

Bow 1

Bow 2

Bow, Arrows, String and accessories free of aiming marks? 

No additions for stabilising, levelling, draw-check, sighting, draw weight reduction 

Pins to be straight with one reference point per pin only?

Pins shall be more horizontical than vertical within the sight.

Kisser button OR a String Peep Sight but not both

No magnifying device - no scope; no lens in the string peep sight

Type of Pile  (Longbows only !)

IFAA EQUIPMENT INSPECTION FORM

Bow is made from similar materials as used by the historical models? 

Arrows made from wood, fletching with natural feathers?

Bow based on accepted design and usage before 1900?

Arrows comply with rules?Bow Window requires taping? 

Arrows made from wood, fletching with natural feathers?

Arrows idenitcal in length, fletch and pile

BU & BL: Location of Pins & Pinholder marked?
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